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Abstract

A new technology for uranium and rare earth recovery applied in a semi-industrial plant processing 5 m3/h
phosphoric acid has been extended to phosphonitric solution, resulting in the process of nitric acid attack of phosphate
rock for complex fertilizer production. In this process uranium and rare earths are obtained at larger quantities due
to the complete dissolution of elements involved. The method is based on a one cycle extraction-stripping process
using as extractants: di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphate (DEPA) in mixture either with tri-n-butylphosphate (TBP) or tri-n-
octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in view of obtaining a synergic effect for U (VI). A mixer-settler extractor in four steps
was used. Two stripping steps are involved for the elements mentioned. Before uranium stripping a scrubbing with
urea was introduced to eliminate nitric acid extracted. Uranium was obtained as green cake (hydrated uranium
tetrafluoride) which can be easily transformed in hexafluoride or converted to a diuranate. At the same time the
radium is also eliminated leading to a non-radioactive fertilizer product.

1. INTRODUCTION

Uranium recovery from phosphoric acid was carried out in the USA, using a two-cycle
extraction-stripping method developed by ORNL [1,2], and applied at industrial scale in the USA,
Belgium and Taiwan.

A one-cycle extraction-stripping process was successfully developed in Romania [3] and
applied in a large pilot plant processing 5 m3/h phosphoric acid. Three industrial units were built on
this technology.

In the Rumanian process the uranium product is different from the one based on the ORNL
method, and the result is a uranium tetrafluoride compound which can be easily transformed to
uranium hexafluoride of high purity. Uranium is produced at $25/kg U.

In the Rumanian process rare earth elements (REE) are also extracted resulting in an yttrium
concentrate [4].

Until now no uranium recovery process from a phosphonitric (PN) solution has been carried
out except for the one described in this paper.

Worldwide there are 80-100 plants processing phosphates of sedimentary origin with an
average uranium content of 0.014% U, i.e. approx. 120 t/year recoverable uranium. The rare earth
element content is approx. ten times higher, i.e. 1200 t/year (sedimentary phosphates). At Kemira
Oy (Finland) REEs were extracted from PN solution [5] but uranium is neglected.

In this process both uranium and REES are extracted, the last one being more important than
in the case of phosphoric acid obtained by sulfuric acid attack [4]. Due to the present unfavourable
uranium market, REEs recovery might be an incentive.

In the experimental work carried out in our laboratory it was established that in all cases
uranium and REEs are completely dissolved in nitric acid attack of phosphate rock [6]. At the same
time uranium decay products like ^ R a are also dissolved.
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At present, the fertilizers resulted from phosphates are radioactive. They contain up to
100 mg/kg uranium and also 20-40 pCi/g ^Ra, It must be noted that natural materials (concrete,
bricks etc.) have 0.7-2 pCi/g^Ra [7] or Kola fertilizer 2-4 p

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS

Uranium and rare earth extraction. Radium elimination. PN solutions are taken from the
fertilizer plant obtained by nitric acid attack of phosphate rock. No organic matter is present in the
PN solution (different from sulfuric acid attack) because only calcinated phosphates are used. This
is an important simplification, and important savings are obtained.

The PN solution used for the solvent extraction process is the one resulting from the fertilizer
production process after calcium nitrate separation obtained by cooling. Uranium and REEs are not
affected by calcium nitrate crystallization, being left in soluble form in the PN solution. ^ R a is also
found dissolved in the PN solution.

Uranium is always present in hexavalent state due to HNO2 (oxidant catalyst) existent in the
PN solution which is a mixture of phosphoric and nitric acids.

After calcium nitrate separation the PN solution still has 4% solids. Therefore the PN solution
must be clarified otherwise the solids hinder the extraction process. At this stage ^ R a can be
eliminated introducing Ba++ and SO4

2" (as Na2SO4). Radium is coprecipitated 80% on BaSO4 and
carried in the next stage with the flocculant at the same time with solids.
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FIG. 1. Clarification process.
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FIG. 2. Uranium extraction with DEPA.
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FIG. 3. Uranium extraction with DEPA+0.1 mol/TOPO
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The clarification process is carried out using a polyacryl amidic flocculant efficient between
5-15°C which is usually the temperature of the PN solution after calcium nitrate separation. Best
results were obtained with Polias 300 flocculant as shown in Fig. 1.

The PN clarified solution has an average uranium content dependent on phosphate rock used:

Morocco
Jordan
Israel
Florida

110-140
80-120

100-120
100-140 U/L.

The average content of REE is 1-2 g/1 except Kola which has a higher content.

The typical analysis of the PN solution (mixture of phosphoric acid and nitric acid) is: 1%
N, 8-9% P, Ca/P = 0.5, specific gravity 1.5 kg/dm3, and HNO3 approx. 10%. Due to this strong
acid mixture only organophosphorus acid esters are efficient.

In the laboratory experiments several compounds as: octylpyrophosphoric acid (OPPA),
nonylphenyl phosphoric acid (NPPA) and di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (DEPA) were studied.

It was established by IR spectra, pH-metric analysis and has chromatography that OPPA and
NPPA are very unstable versus hydrolysis. Therefore the only efficient and stable extractant is DEPA.
It was also used in synergic mixture with TBP (tri-n-butyl phosphate) or TOPO (tri-n-octylphosphine
oxide) in kerosine as diluent. The best efficiency is obtained in the presence of DEPA+TOPO
selected as extractants for uranium and REE recovery. The results in this case of uranium are shown
in Figs 2 and 3.

The best extractant for uranium is 0.6 mol/L DEPA + 0.1 mol/L TOPO, but for REE
extraction a higher concentration of DEPA was chosen. In this case 1.2 ml/L DEPA + 0.2 mol/L
TBP [8] gives acceptable results for uranium but better yields for REE extraction.

There is no synergistic effect in the case of REEs as it is with uranium as U(VI). Therefore
uranium and REEs are simultaneously extracted from PN solution.

2.1. Extractant scrubbing

At the same time with U(VI) and REEs some nitric acid is also extracted from aqueous PN
solution. The presence in the next stage of HN03 in the organic phase interferes seriously with
uranium stripping. Therefore the extractant undergoes a scrubbing process when HNO3 is eliminated.
The most suitable scrubbing reagent is an urea aqueous solution which retains HNO3 as urea nitrate
(used as fertilizer). The scrubbing process takes place in a mixer and the dispersion is discharged in
a separator where organic-aqueous phases separate.

2.2. REE stripping

The extractant leaving the scrubbing stage is sent to the REE stripping unit. The stripping
reagent is hydrofluoric acid 15% or a mixture of ammonium fluoride and sulfuric acid. The REEs
are transferred to the aqueous phase, uranium is left in the organic phase. The REEs in presence of
F precipitate.

The stripping process takes place in a mixer and the dispersion is sent continuously in a
separator where the three phases separate; the organic phase via overflow goes to uranium stripping
unit, the aqueous stripping reagent is recirculated, eventually corrected. The precipitate settles and
is unloaded periodically on a filter.
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FIG. 4. Uranium and rare earth recovery from phosphonitric solution.
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2.3. Uranium stripping process

The extractant leaving the REEs stripping unit is loaded with U(VI) and by gravity flow is
discharged to the uranium stripping unit consisting of a similar mixer and separator. The stripping
reagent is either 15% hydrofluoric acid or ammonium fluoride and sulfuric acid, in both alternatives
in the presence of 3-5 g/L Fe(II). The presence of F acidic media and Fe(II) is a stronger reductor
for U(VI) comparable with the mixture phosphoric acid and Fe(II) as used in the ORNL process. The
redox potential is lower.

Uranium in hexavalent state is reduced by Fe(II) to U(FV) in the presence of strong F"
complexing medium for Fe(III).

Tetravalent uranium in the presence of HF instantly precipitates as UF4 x H2O or if NH4F
(strong acid medium) is used, as (NH4)7U6F3| as determined by thermogravimetric analysis.

The stripping reaction is sensitive to HNO^HNOz) presence therefore it must be removed
from the organic phase. The scrubbing operation is important.

The dispersion from the mixer is transferred to the settler: the organic phase via overflow is
recirculated to extraction battery without any further treatment bearing in mind that only acidic media
is used. The stripping reagent is recirculated after separation, eventually corrected. The green
precipitate separates on the bottom and is periodically unloaded on the filter where it is washed and
obtained as green cake.

As in the ORNL process the oxygen form air affects the Fe(II), therefore a previous nitrogen
sparging of the organic phase is required.

2.4. PN solution post-treatment

The PN solution from the extraction process settles in a separator where most of the extractant
is recovered but still 50-200 mg/kg extractant is present in the aqueous phase. This must be
eliminated on activated carbon. A chromatographic method capable to determine 2-4 mg/kg organic
phase in PN solution was carried out. The flowsheet of the process if shown in Fig. 4.

The two products obtained are: green cake and rare earth concentrates. The uranium content
of the green cake is 55-59% U and is impurified by Fe, Ca, Al, REEs. However, at 400°C, in
nitrogen atmosphere, this product is transformed to UF4, which treated with F2, the only volatile
product was UF6. The green cake could also be transformed to a diuranate.

The REE concentrate has 30-40% REE, where both eerie and yttric elements are represented
however predominating cerium and yttrium.

The fertilizer obtained after this treatment is of very low radioactivity with a uranium content
of 10 mg/kg and 3-5 pCi/g ^Ra. Beside uranium and rare earth recovery an incentive might be the
non-radioactive fertilizer obtained.
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